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INSURANCE PAYMENT DISTRIBUTIONS 

UNDERSTANDING THE INSURANCE PAYMENT DISTRIBUTION SCREEN 

Insurance payment distributions are completed on the RECEIVE INSURANCE PAYMENT screen.  

We will focus on the Line Item Accounting elements incorporated into the screen.  

 

If the claim also includes a write off, an insurance write off code must be selected. This is due to a functional 

change between BFA and LIA: insurance write offs are posted when the insurance payment is recorded, not during 

checkout*. An adjustment code must already be assigned in order for PracticeWorks to post the write off.  

There are two ways a write off code is defined on the RECEIVE INSURANCE PAYMENT screen:  

PREDEFINED 

If a code is selected for UCR write offs in insurance estimating, then it will be used for insurance write offs. The 

write off code selection honors the “levels of estimating”, moving to the next location if a code is not found. The 

order is: 

1. Employer Plan 

2. Insurance Company 

3. Office Wide Setup 

If no write off code is predefined at any level the message <NO WRITE-OFF SELECTED> will appear right of the 

SELECT WRITE OFF button.  
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MANUALLY 

Clicking SELECT WRITE OFF will display the Transaction code list, filtered for adjustment codes. Once an 

adjustment code is selected you are prompted to save the write off code: 

 

NO:  The selected write off code is not saved to the Employer Plan. 

YES: Saves the selected write off code to the Employer Plan. A confirmation window is displayed: 

 

Whichever option is chosen, the selected write off code is used as the write off for the current insurance payment.  

Now we’ll look at new and relevant elements of the RECEIVE INSURANCE PAYMENT screen for Line Item 

Accounting.  
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SUBMITTED 

Fee submitted to insurance for the line item/procedure.  

ESTIMATE 

Estimated payment from insurance based on insurance estimating setup.  

IND DEDUCTIBLE  

Amount of deductible applied to procedure.  

FAMILY DEDUCTIBLE  

Amount of family deductible applied to procedure. 

PREVIOUS IP 

Total of any insurance payments previously distributed to the procedure.  

ALREADY PAID 

Total of all non-insurance payments (patient payments, adjustments) distributed to the procedure.  

AMT TO APPLY 

The amount of insurance applied to the procedure. The amount cannot exceed the SUBMITTED minus the 

PREVIOUS IP. For instance, if SUBMITTED is $100 and PREVIOUS IP is $20, the combined total of AMT TO 

APPLY and AMT TO WRITE OFF cannot exceed $80.00.  

The cumulative total of AMT TO APPLY cannot exceed the INSURANCE PAYMENT AMOUNT as recorded in the 

upper left corner. If the INSURANCE PAYMENT AMT is $40, the sum of AMT TO APPLY cannot exceed $40. If 

you attempt to apply more than the check amount you receive the message “Distributions exceed the payment 

amount. Please reduce distributions to proceed.” You cannot complete the insurance payment process until this 

corrected. CANCEL returns you to the POST NEW ENTRIES screen. All distribution information is lost.  

Conversely, if the sum of AMT TO APPLY is less than the payment the message “Additional distributions are 

possible.” is displayed. You can click OK and distribute the payment from the PAYMENT DISTRIBUTION screen 

later.  

AMT TO WRITE OFF:  

The write off adjustment applied to the procedure. Like the AMT TO APPLY, the AMT TO WRITE OFF cannot 

exceed the SUBMITTED minus the PREVIOUS IP.  

If the AMT TO WRITE OFF is not recorded on the RECEIVE INSURANCE PAYMENT screen you must add it 

manually to the ledger, distributing it via the PAYMENT DISTRIBUTION screen.  
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DISTRIBUTING INSURANCE PAYMENTS AND WRITE OFFS  

When the AMT TO APPLY and AMT TO WRITE OFF are complete, select an OK option. The insurance payment 

and write off are recorded on the ledger, as well as the distributions to the claim procedures.  

In most cases the write off will post to the producers associated with the procedures.  

However if you have WRITE-OFF BY PRODUCER (found under PREFERENCES) unchecked, PracticeWorks will 

generate write offs by production owner. 

 

DISTRIBUTION SWAPS 

On occasion, you may find overlap between the insurance payment and prior patient payments and office write 

offs. An example of this would be an out of network patient required to pay in full. The practice may submit a claim 

on the patient’s behalf. If a payment is received there is no “room” for the insurance payment. In these instances 

PracticeWorks will employ what we call a “Distribution Swap”. Let’s review an example. 

Joe Smith is on vacation and has an emergency visit to the closest clinic, Miles of Smiles. Upon checking out, Joe is 

informed that he must pay the full $100 charge for today’s visit and the office will graciously submit a claim on 

Joe’s behalf. If the insurance pays, Joe will be reimbursed. For now, we see the CASH payment fully distributed to 

the Emergency procedure: 

 

Several weeks later a check arrives from Joe’s insurance company in the amount of $40.  
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When the insurance payment is recorded we see an over-distribution, i.e. the sum of the distributions is greater 

than the SUBMITTED amount. PracticeWorks does not allow over-distributions.  

The insurance payment has the highest claim to distribution. Therefore we allow you to record the insurance 

payment in the AMT TO APPLY (and AMT TO WRITE OFF if applicable).  

In our example the ALREADY PAID plus the AMT TO APPLY is $140, $40 more than the SUBMITTED amount.  

When you click OK, $40 of the CASH payment is undistributed while the $40 insurance payment is applied to the 

procedure.  

 

If you select VIEW/EDIT DISTRIBUTION… on the CASH payment, the AMT TO APPLY is reduced from $100 to 

$60 and the PAID-OTHER is $40 (the amount of the insurance payment). 
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MULTIPLE DISTRIBUTIONS & DISTRIBUTION SWAPS 

In some cases multiple payment distributions are applied to a procedure distribution. When this happens you are 

prompted to make a decision regarding what to swap. 

After clicking OK on the RECEIVE INSURANCE PAYMENT screen you are prompted with the DISTRIBUTION 

SWAP FOR … screen.  

 

Here we see a $90 CASH payment and $10 COURTESY adjustment were distributed to the Emergency treatment. 

When the $40 insurance payment is applied, you must decide what to undistribute. 

There are three methods for undistributing credits: 

NEWEST FIRST 

Reduces the newest credit AMT APPLIED until the insurance payment AMT TO APPLY and AMT TO WRITE 

OFF is distributed. Recommended.  
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OLDEST FIRST 

Reduces the oldest credit AMT APPLIED until the insurance payment AMT TO APPLY and AMT TO WRITE OFF 

is distributed.  

 

MANUAL  

The AMT APPLIED is manually adjusted until the Overdistributed by: equals $0.00.  

 

When using the manual calculation it is possible to under-distribute the original distributions. When this occurs the 

Overdistributed by: value is negative and the message “Overdistributed by” value must equal $0.00 is displayed. 

You must correct the AMT APPLIED or CANCEL (losing all progress on distribution swaps) before proceeding.  

If you have selected an AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTION SWAP setting on the LEDGER SETUP screen, the above 

screen will not appear. Distribution swaps will occur using your default method (NEWEST or OLDEST).  

ADDENDUM* 

As mentioned above, insurance write offs are no longer posted at checkout. They are tracked with a new section of 

the aging grid, EST WO. 

 

The CHECK OUT ledger displays the estimated write off as seen below. 

 


